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University Senate approves plus/minus
System depends on provost’s decision
By Jessica VanWinkle
Herald reporter

The plus/minus grading system’s future is in the hands of
one woman.
The system now has to be
approved by Provost Barbara
Burch. Pending approval, the
program would begin with the
incoming freshman class of fall
2008.
Burch said she’s not ready to

comment on what she’ll do in
regard to the resolution.
The University Senate voted
36-23 at its Thursday meeting
to implement the plus/minus
grading system.
This caps off a nearly
four-year debate on changing
Western’s grading system to a
scale that would add pluses and
minuses to letter grades. Western
currently uses a five-letter sys-

Regents
to vote on
building

tem in which 90 to 100 is an A,
80 to 89 is a B and so on.
Faculty Regent Robert Dietle
said he hopes Burch agrees to
the resolution, and he said he
can’t think of a reason why she
wouldn’t.
Under the new system, current
students could choose whether
they want their grades converted
to pluses and minuses.
About 40 to 50 SGA members
and students gathered around
senators during the meeting.
SGA President Jeanne

Johnson addressed the senate
on behalf of students who were
opposed to plus/minus grading.
Johnson said she didn’t
understand why the faculty
would support this.
She said that for every
one student whose GPA will
increase, two students’ GPAs
will decrease.
Assistant
Economics
Professor Brian Strow, who
first proposed the system in fall
2003, said during his address
that 19 out of the top 20 schools

have plus/minus grading.
It sends a message when the
top universities have this grading scale, Strow said.
Patricia Minter, University
Senate member and associate history professor, said she
received all three of her degrees
on a plus/minus scale, and the
scale benefited her.
Dietle said the faculty is not
out to hurt students, but wants
to help students realize how
they rank among others.
“In the real world, no one

cares about your grades,” Dietle
said.
Dietle said GPAs aren’t the
sole purpose of school, and
people in the real world want to
know how students compare to
each other.
SGA members were taken
seriously, but the majority of
senate members disagreed with
them, he said.
Skylar Jordan, a university senator and SGA director
See Plus/minus,
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Building bridges
Students discover Underground Railroad during field trip
By Nina Bosken u Herald

reporter

Property purchases progress
By Katie Brandenburg
Herald reporter

CINCINNATI — Because of bridges and boats, crossing a river
today isn’t an obstacle.
But for slaves on the Underground Railroad, it stood as a challenge
to get to freedom. People used logs, swam and walked on the ice in
the winter.
Some students got a glimpse of that challenge last
weekend.
Saundra Ardrey, political science department
head and director of African-American Studies,
took the students from her African-American
Experience classes to Ripley, Ohio, and Cincinnati
to learn about the Underground Railroad. The trip
was a chance for students to learn from history and
from each other.
“I’m a big fan of field trips, because it makes the
students interactive,” Ardrey said.
Ardrey takes her class on a field trip every
semester, and she said the class dynamics change
afterward.

Tate Page Hall might soon have a new address.
Western’s Board of Regents will have a special meeting on Friday at 11:30 a.m. to approve
a site location for the new building to house the
College of Education and Behavioral Sciences,
President Gary Ransdell said.
They will also approve the purchase of two
pieces of property, Ransdell said.
The board’s next full meeting is April 27.
Western recently purchased property at 502
Regents Ave. It is the home of William Powell,
former Western swim team coach.
See Building,
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SGA debate takes place today
By Jessica VanWinkle
Herald Reporter

Students have a choice for president in the
Student Government Association election this year.
This year’s election features two candidates
for president, incumbent Jeanne Johnson and
senator Kendrick Bryan. The election will take
place April 3 and 4 on TopNet.
Administrative Vice President Cherieth
Lineweaver is running for re-election and
Johnathon Boles, speaker of the senate, is running
See SGA,
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Illustrations by Jan Diehm/Herald
(Above left) Scenes from postcards collected along the Underground Railroad route. (Above right) Places students visited during the trip.

Greeks stomp and shout
with united attitude
Experience more important than winning
By Heather Ryan
Herald reporter

Shannon L. Zirkle/Herald
Left to right, Radcliff junior Roberto Rivera, Bowling Green sophomore Kevin Goodnight
and Nashville sophomore Gregory McCord, all of Phi Mu Alpha fraternity, perform in the
Unity Step Show in Van Meter Hall on Saturday.

On Thursday

The Herald takes a look at rape and
sexual assault and the people the
crimes affect.
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Sweat dripped from her brow
as she wiped it away with her
hand. She panted out of exhaustion and excitement. It had been
the moment she was waiting for
all year. Dressed as a pirate with
cherry-red lipstick, Omega Phi
Alpha sorority member Katie
Stewart, a sophomore from
Lansing, Mich., sat on the steps
outside Van Meter Hall, where
she just finished performing.
Her team might not have
won, but she wouldn’t change

Thurs.

80º
57º
C Y
M K

a thing about its performance,
she said.
“We went to practice together;
we sweated together,” Stewart
said. “We gave it our all.”
Six fraternities and sororities competed Saturday night at
the fifth annual Unity Step Off,
hosted by Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity at Van Meter. Those included were Phi Mu, Kappa Delta,
Alpha Omicron Pi and Omega
Phi Alpha sororities and Phi Mu
Alpha and Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternities. AOPi won out of the
sororities and Sig Ep won out of

Fri.

80º
58º
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the fraternities. This is AOPi’s
fourth consecutive win.
Stewart didn’t get involved
with the competition to win,
although it would’ve been a
plus. She joined because she
saw her sorority perform for
the first time last year. With 12
years of experience in dance,
she longed for the stage again.
“Anything with rhythm and
a beat, I’m there,” Stewart said.
“I love it.”
Stepping is a dance form that
focuses on rhythm, attitude and
confidence, rather than professional skill, said Elizabethtown
See Attitude,
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City officials are considering a
smoking ban for Bowling Green
businesses.
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Float the Boat

DAY

By the numbers

24,336

The number of school
buses the Mall of America,
located in Bloomington,
Minn., can hold.
Courtney Hergesheimer/Herald
Frankfort senior Sarah Barker, part of the senior design class that is responsible for making the
concrete canoe, makes a face after spray painting too close to the display piece for the canoe on
Tuesday evening. The team will be leaving Wednesday for the Ohio Valley Regional Conference.
Western’s engineering team has won regionals for the past 11 years. This year’s 145-pound
canoe will be judged and raced Friday.

The number of automobiles that could be built
with the steel in the
Sears Tower in Chicago.
source:www.ebizarre.com

WHAT’S

GOING ON

u Graduation Fair, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
today, Downing University Center
u Concert: Andrea Guess, noon
today, Java City
u Concert: Phillip Bimstein, 7:30
p.m. today, fine arts center recital
hall
u Spring Job Fair, 1 to 4 p.m.
tomorrow, Carroll Knicely Conference
Center
u Comedy Contest, 4:30 p.m.
tomorrow, fine arts center
u Ultimate Fisbee Tournament, 6
p.m. tomorrow, DUC South Lawn

t

50,000

Crime reports

Reports

u Mark K. Lugenbeal, Keen
Hall, reported burglary in the second degree when he discovered
$320 in cash, a Sony Cybershot,
and three textbooks stolen from his
dorm room on March 21. The value
of the theft was $780.
u A woman reported a rape in
the first degree in Southwest Hall
on March 25. She said the rape took
place on Feb. 28.
u
Andrew Bloink, BarnesCampbell Hall, reported a burglary
in the second degree when he discovered his laptop and Motorola
phone charger stolen from his dorm
room on March 21. The value of the
theft was $815.
u John Thomas, Barnes, reported a burglary in the second degree
when he discovered his Dell laptop
stolen from his dorm room on March
21. The value of the theft was $889.

Arrests

u Billy J. Hubbard, Lynhurst
Drive, was arrested on charges

of speeding, reckless driving and
driving under the influence on
March 26 on University Boulevard. He was released from Warren County Regional Jail March 26
on a $500 cash bond.
u Reginald D. Jordan, Indianapolis, was arrested on charges
of failure to yield right of way to
a vehicle passing in the opposite
direction, possession of marijuana and driving under the influence
on March 25 in Northeast Hall. He
was released from Warren County
jail the same day on a $750 unsecured bond.
u Dexter J. Taylor, Indianapolis, was arrested on charges of possession of marijuana in Northeast
on March 25. He was released from
Warren County jail the same day on
a $750 unsecured bond.
u
Demarcus S. Elliott, Old
Morgantown Road, was arrested
on charges of assault in the fourth
degree on March 24 at 920 Kentucky Street. He remains in Warren
County jail on a $2,500 cash bond,

on charges of alcohol intoxication
in a public place in Rodes-Harlin
Hall. He was released from Warren County jail the same day on
time served.
u Matthew K. Grupke, Salisbury Drive, was arrested on charges of alcohol intoxication in a public place on March 23 in RodesHarlin Hall. He was released from
Warren County jail on March 23
on time served.
u
Bradford H. Hall, Russellville, was arrested on charges of failure to fasten his seatbelt
and driving under the influence
on March 22 on 14th Avenue and
State Street. He was released from
Warren County jail on March 23
on a $750 unsecured bond.
u
Tara J. Dunnavant, Winchester, was arrested on charges
of alcohol intoxication in a public
place and possession of alcohol by
a minor on March 22 in Rodes. She
was released from Warren County
jail the same day on a $1,000 unsecured bond.

Win an iPOD Shuffle!
en

de

d!

C Ome D iSCOveR TlC!

a $500 cash bond and a $10,000
cash bond.
u Joseph M. Kortz, West Main
Street, was arrested on charges of
alcohol intoxication in a public place
on March 24 on 13th Avenue and
Center Street. He was released from
Warren County jail the same day on
time served.
u James R. Cox, Creason Street,
was arrested on charges of alcohol intoxication in a public place
and falsely reporting an incident on
March 24 in the Creason lot. He was
released from Warren County jail
the same day on a $750 cash bond.
u Anthony E. Woods, Scottsville Road, was arrested on March
23 on charges of reckless driving, driving without an operator’s
license, giving an officer false
information, driving on a suspended license and driving under the
influence on 13th Street and State
Street. He remains in Warren County jail on a $2,000 cash bond.
u Clay T. Houston, Owensboro, was arrested on March 23
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The leaRning
CenTeR

xt

lOOking fOR a quieT, uPSCale PlaCe TO STuDy?

iS a bRighT anD aiRy neW faCiliTy WiTh PRivaTe

Why WaSTe

Time TRying TO COnCenTRaTe in nOiSy OR
unCOmfORTable PlaCeS When

TlC iS heRe?

WheRe We aRe:

The leaRning CenTeR

& yOu’ll qualify TO Win One Of many PRizeS
inCluDing an iPOD Shuffle, gifT CaRDS, anD mORe!

heRe’S hOW:
JuST COme by The aCaDemiC aDviSing & ReTenTiOn
CenTeR (lOCaTeD in DuC a330 On The TOP flOOR
Of The neW PaRT Of DuC), PiCk uP The SCavengeR
hunT fORm fROm The aaRC ReCePTiOniST, COmPleTe
iT by lOCaTing infORmaTiOn WiThin The leaRning
CenTeR (alSO in DuC a330), anD TuRn in yOuR
COmPleTeD fORm fOR a ChanCe TO Win!

DuC a330
On The TOP flOOR Of The STuDenT SuCCeSS CenTeR
(The neW PaRT Of DuC).
iS lOCaTeD in

mOnDay-ThuRSDay 8a-9P
fRiDay 8a-4P
SunDay 4P-9P
745-6254
TlC@Wku.eDu
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SCavengeR hunT
heRe’S a Clue:
have yOu eveR nOTiCeD WhaT’S On OuR WallS?
DeaDline exTenDeD fOR enTRieS:
fRiDay, maRCh 30Th!

STuDy ROOmS, a COmPuTeR lab WiTh fRee

PRinTing, anD fRee PeeR TuTORing.

JOin in aaRC’S aCaDemiC aDviSing Week

Turn in forms to the AARC front desk. Winners will be selected on Monday, April 2, 2007. Only one entry
per student. The drawing is open to all WKU students! All questions must be answered correctly in order to win.
For further information, please contact AARC, DUC A330 at 745-5065.
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Campus life

Professor retained positive Car accident claims life
attitude throughout illness of Glasgow sophomore
By Katie Brandenburg
Herald reporter

Professor Richard Hackney
loved to laugh.
From joining students in
impressions of “South Park”
characters to blasting Pink
Floyd over the sound system in
the Hardin Planetarium, Richard
Hackney’s students helped to
keep him young, said his wife,
professor Karen Hackney.
Richard Hackney, a physics and astronomy professor,
died on Wednesday, March 21,
2007, at St. Thomas Hospital in
Nashville. He was 62.
Hackney died of complications caused by cancer, Karen
Hackney said. Richard Hackney
was diagnosed with urothelial transition cell carcinoma in
January 2004, she said.
The funeral will take place
today from 6 to 8 p.m. EST at
the Broadway Chapel of Rose
Mortuary in Knoxville, Tenn.
The interment service will
take place on Wednesday at
12 p.m. EST at the Lynnhurst
Cemetery in Knoxville.
Hackney’s son, Andrew, said
people will always remember
his father’s humor.

Plus/minus
Continued

from front page

of academic and student affairs,
agreed that faculty isn’t trying to
hurt students, but said the plus/
minus system will negatively
affect students.
The students who silently

tuesday

“He was always very funny,
Keith Andrew, physics and
always enjoyed a good joke,” astronomy department head,
Andrew Hackney said. “You said he remembers Hackney as
couldn’t help but
enthusiastic and persmile when you talksonable.
ed to him.”
“He’s an idea guy,
Karen Hackney
just lots of enthusaid he approached
siasm and lots of
treatment with a posideas,” Andrews said.
itive attitude.
“He was the guy who
During that time,
knew every name and
Richard Hackney
would always have a
tried not to let treatstory to tell.”
ments get in the way
Rico Tyler, proof living his life, she Richard Hackney f e s s i o n a l - i n - r e s i said. He tried not to
dence for the physics
miss meetings and classes, and and astronomy department, had
he often worked from bed when Hackney as a teacher and later
he was sick.
worked with him.
Richard and Karen Hackney
He said Hackney didn’t let
came to Western in 1972 from his illness stop him from doing
the University of Florida.
things he was passionate about.
Richard Hackney was the
They shared the hobby of
director of the Kentucky Space astronomical photography, and
Grant Consortium, which pro- they often sent each other picvides scholarships and grants tures, even when Hackney was
for state students and teachers in the hospital for treatment,
to do NASA-related projects.
he said.
He was also the project direc“He just had to share that
tor for the Kentucky NASA excitement with someone,”
EPSCoR program, which Tyler said.
focuses on enhancing the state’s
capacity for research in collabo- Reach Katie Brandenburg
ration with NASA.
at news@wkuherald.com.
sat in at the meeting were
disappointed.
Ashley Gore, SGA chief of
staff and a senior from Dayton,
Ohio, said she felt disrespected.
“They didn’t take us
seriously,” Gore said.
The debate began in
September 2003 when Strow
announced
intentions
to
present a proposal for a plus/
minus grading system. An ad

By Christina Allen
Herald reporter

Courtney Mae Steenbergen
is still partying and watching
over her friends, Bowling Green
freshman Megan Crane said.
The Glasgow sophomore
died Thursday, according to the
University of Louisville Hospital.
Crane said Steenbergen died
after being involved in a car accident on Highway 31E in Glasgow.
She died at the hospital,
Crane said.
“She was on 31 and a car
crossed over the center line,
and hit her head on,” Crane
said. “They life-flighted her to
Louisville. She didn’t make it.”
The hospital wouldn’t release
any further information.

Frank Guthrie, Steenbergen’s
stepfather, declined to comment. The rest of the family was
unavailable for comment.
Crane described Steenbergen
as a sweet woman.
Steenbergen would have
been 20 in August, according to
her Facebook profile, on which
her friends have written memorial messages.
Glasgow freshman Sasha Riddle
said she and Steenbergen had been
friends since elementary school.
“She would have done anything for anybody,” Riddle said.
“She had the greatest attitude.”
Riddle said Steenbergen
loved shopping and horseback
riding, and she wanted to live on
the beach or in the mountains.

Glasgow sophomore Megan
Wells said she and Steenbergen
had attended preschool together.
“She completed me,” Wells
said. “That’s who we were;
we were Megan and Courtney.
Now, I feel as if there’s a part of
me that’s gone, but I know she’ll
always be there. We’ll always
be Megan and Courtney.”
Wells said she was the last
person to style Steenbergen’s
hair, help with her makeup and
pick out her clothes.
Wells said the last thing they
talked about was Steenbergen’s
date with a man she met in
Nashville.
Reach Christina Allen
at news@wkuherald.com.

hoc committee was formed to
address the issue in spring 2004.
A pilot program to evaluate the
system began in the spring 2005
semester and ended after the
summer 2006 semester.
Susie Laun contributed to this
article.
Reach the reporters
at news@wkuherald.com.
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March 29 & 30
7:00 PM
Jaycees Pavilion

(adjacent to Lampkin Park; on Old Morgantown Rd
near new Wal-Mart)
EVERYONE WELCOME
Sigma Chi’s 3rd Annual Boxing Tournament
ALL Proceeds will go to the

Huntsman Cancer Research Center &
Children’s Miracle Network
JC Pavilion in Lampkin Park. The doors open at 6:30
PM each night, boxing begins at 7:00 PM.
Only $5 with WKU ID
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The Creed
“Congress shall make no law …
abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press …”
— First Amendment, U.S. Constitution

Editor Ashlee Clark:
editor@wkuherald.com
News Editor Amber Coulter:
news@wkuherald.com
Opinion Editor William Ploch:
herald@wkuherald.com
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EDITORIAL

Students need to show police more support
The Issue: Campus police are finding ways to make students more comfortable with speaking to them.
Our view: A good idea, but not enough — students need to contribute their part as well.

C

something they do not consider valuable or
because they simply think the crime will not
be solved.
But even if police cannot recover a stolen
item, they still need to know what parts of
campus are more likely than others to see
thefts. Failing to report such crimes could
lead to future, perhaps more costly, thefts.
Most of the other problems campus police
encounter involve drunken or disorderly conduct. Of course, it would be impossible to
bust every student who brings alcohol into the
dorms or gets soused on campus, but when a
drunken student’s behavior becomes a danger
to others, it has to be reported as well.
Rather than trying to stop every instance
of student drinking, which would be impractical, campus police are trying to educate students through presentations given to fraternities, sororities and residence hall students on
the dangers of alcohol and drug abuse.
Even students who typically avoid such
activity should try attending these sessions,
if only to learn how they can reach out to a
friend with a problem or who to contact for
help.
Policing any university is a difficult job.
Any help that officers can get from students
at least makes them feel appreciated, even if
it doesn’t stop or solve a crime.

ampus police are trying to reach out
to Western students by taking a more
relaxed attitude while patrolling, and
implementing and expanding programs to
help students understand what it’s like to
patrol the Hill. They want students to feel
more comfortable communicating with officers about problems on campus.
This new approach to police-student relations might not have an immediate effect on
campus crime, but over time it could improve
the Western environment.
By feeling comfortable with talking to
police, students could give officers a better idea of what measures need to be taken
and what areas of campus need to be better
patrolled.
But if this is going to work, it will require
much more than just effort by the police; if
they are going to meet students halfway, then
students need to cooperate by showing respect
and feeling comfortable in approaching officers. To do this, many will need to relax their
attitudes toward the campus police.
This could be a problem because some
students have had negative experiences with
officers in the past, whether at home or at
another university. But it would be unfair
if they let those experiences create preconceived notions about Western police.
An example of this problem can be found
in unreported crimes. A September article in
the Herald said that many students are hesitant to report thefts, either because they lost

This editorial represents the majority view
of the Herald’s 10-member board of student
editors.

COMMENTARY

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Lady Toppers need louder cheers

ROTC in top form,
regardless of war
In a recent interview for the Herald, an ROTC cadre
member stated that the war has not affected ROTC training;
that during peacetime and war, the cadets have a standard to
which they train. Yet the headline of the article stated, “Iraq
war influences training of ROTC cadets.” The article mentioned how changes include learning traffic control points
and how to enter and clear a building. However, these are
part of the ROTC curriculum. They are tasks every cadet is
required to learn before they graduate.
Following a quote from a cadet who said that when the
Army calls upon her to serve, she will proudly do what is
asked, the author writes, “With the recent surge of troops it
has become an all-too-real possibility.” This suggests that
the new military strategy increases the likelihood of a soldier
being deployed, but deployment is nothing new to soldiers.
Each understands and is proud of what their nation’s army
will ask them to do.
The Army is an all-volunteer fighting force. This fact is
what separates our generation’s war from that of our elders.
The war’s outcome relies upon many factors: Congress’ proposed bill to bring U.S. troops home, presidential candidates’
different standpoints on the conflict and top generals’ retirement by the end of the year. With all the potential outcomes,
one truth remains: ROTC trains to the standard the U.S.
Army has determined to be the best in creating well-disciplined, educated and skilled officers, with or without a war.
Daniel Jarvis
Senior
Barre, Vt.

by Kara Ratliff
This past Sunday was a very beautiful
day, with the temperature peaking at about
83 degrees, and a lot of students were out
on the lawns lounging and playing around.
But I came to realize that no matter how
good a women’s team is, they always will
be underappreciated.
Western’s women’s basketball team
took on Hofstra in the Women’s National
Invitational Tournament quarterfinals in
Diddle Arena this past Sunday.
The women’s team had finished the regular season with a 20-8 season and, although
they missed out on the Big Dance, they got
an invitation to the WNIT and received a
bye for the first round. And don’t forget
the home-court advantage they received, at
least until the third round of games.
I arrived at the Hofstra game so I could
tape it for Newschannel 12’s Tuesday

show. When I arrived, there were hardly
enough people to fill up the lower part of
Diddle. I was completely shocked at the
attendance for a national tournament game.
And to top it off, the majority of attendees
were older, above the average college age.
What is wrong with the spirit of Western?
Our women’s team has been given national
recognition and we can’t even bring enough
fans to fill all the seats?
I understand that tickets cost about $4.
But, honestly, that amount of money can
hardly buy you a value meal anymore. So
I ask myself, why don’t people care about
women’s sports? The women’s NCAA
tournament even gets put on the back
burner for the men’s tourney. I think it’s
quite interesting how people (yes, including myself) get so wrapped up in the men’s
NCAA tournament, but the women’s tourney is so underappreciated.
Unless you’re talking about Pat Summit,
most people couldn’t name another women’s college coach. And for those reading,
what’s the name of Western’s women’s
basketball coach? Mary Taylor Cowles ring
a bell? I want to commend Cowles for the
records she has posted in the last five seasons. And you would think that would be
enough for students to go and support their
Lady Toppers in the WNIT. Last year they
only lost to the champion, Kansas State, in

PEOPLE Poll

How are you handling
the intense heat inside buildings?
Megan Barron

Tyson Thompson

“I’m drinking lots of
water and trying to stay
cool. The heat makes it
hard to concentrate.”

“We just go outside. Our
art teacher gives us 10minute breaks so we don’t
get all fidgety in class.”

senior

Lebanon

Bowling Green

Kara Ratliff is a senior broadcasting
major from Berea.
The opinions expressed in this commentary do not reflect the opinions of the
Herald or the university.
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“It gets really bad in
Thompson Complex.
In one of my classes,
our teacher let us out
early because it was so
extremely hot.”

“I live in Pearce-Ford
Tower, and it’s scorching
in there. Our room doesn’t
even have a fan. We just
open the window and
hope for the best.”
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the semifinals.
So I think that the best thing to do would
be to put on your favorite Western T-shirt
and travel the distance to Diddle next time
— that is, if we still get to play at home.
And just so you know what to expect
when you watch the Lady Toppers play,
Crystal Kelly just broke her team’s record
for most points in a single season. She’s
also up for the Naismith Award and up to
be recognized for the All-America team. Is
that not enough to get you excited to watch
the Lady Toppers play for a championship?
And one more thing: I think that many
people don’t realize that if Western does, in
fact, win the WNIT, more name recognition
will be out there for us. How many people
would have never heard of the University
of Kentucky if it weren’t for basketball?
So I urge you to support your Lady
Topper basketball team and, for that matter,
all other women’s teams. And hey, while
I’m on the kick, make sure to REALLY
support them.

Henderson

C Y
M K

The Herald encourages readers to write letters and commentaries on topics of
public interest. Here are a few guidelines:
1. Letters should not exceed 250 words, and commentaries should be 500-600 words.
2. Originality counts. There’s no grade at stake here. Please don’t submit plagiarized work.
3. For verification, letters and commentaries must include your name, phone number, home
town and classification or title. YOUR WORK WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED FOR PUBLICATION
IF YOU FAIL TO PROVIDE THIS INFORMATION.
4. If you choose to e-mail your letter or commentary, please do not send it as an e-mail
attachment. We use Macintosh computers.
5. Letters may not run in every edition due to space constraints.
6. The Herald reserves the right to edit all letters for style, grammar, length and clarity. The
Herald DOES NOT PRINT LIBELOUS LETTERS OR COMMENTARIES.

DISCLAIMER
The opinions expressed in this newspaper DO NOT reflect
those of Western’s administration or of its employees.
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Police

Campus life

Mosher rejects plea in
regent chair murder case
case possible.”
Orange refused to disclose
The Indiana woman charged the terms of commonwealth’s
with the murder of Cornelius plea offer.
Martin, former Board of
The Logan County Detention
Regents chairman,
Center said Mosher
and Bowling Green
is currently in custoresident Alton B.
dy on a $5,000 cash
Mitchell II has turned
bond.
down the plea agreeShe has been
ment offered by the
charged with operatstate of Kentucky,
ing a motor vehicle
Commonwealth
under the influence
Attorney
Charles
of alcohol or drugs,
Orange said.
possession of mariMickey Mosher
Mickey Mosher’s
juana, possession of
case is scheduled to go
drug paraphernalia,
to trial April 9.
two counts of assault in the
Orange said he is preparing first degree, and two counts
for the trial.
of manslaughter, according to
“We have given notice that the jail.
we’ll be asking for life without
She has also been charged
parole,” he said. “We’re the with two counts of wanton murprosecution, so we’re trying to der, one count of assault in the
put forth the most convincing first degree and one count of

wanton endangerment, Orange
said.
Mosher was also charged
with another count of possession of marijuana and promoting contraband, because when
she returned to jail in January,
officials found marijuana on
her person, the Herald previously reported.
Mosher’s truck collided with
Martin, Mitchell and Bowling
Green resident Charles W.
Leachman on June 3, 2006.
Martin and Mitchell were
pronounced dead the same
day.
Mosher was found to be
under the influence of marijuana at the time of the accident, the Herald previously
reported.

Building

thing that we are about in terms
of the college,” Evans said.
The finished design should be
ready by June and the groundbreaking should take place in January,
Evans said.
One of the main concerns is
having enough room for clinical areas for literacy, psychology and counseling programs,
he said. That space is unique
because most of the work is
one-on-one, and there has to
be enough space alloted for the
appropriate amount of privacy,
Evans said.
Another priority in planning
the design is integrating technology into the classrooms, he
said.
“We want the building to be
technology-rich,” Evans said.

By Christina Allen
Herald Reporter

Continued

from front page

Western bought the property
on Jan. 30 for $250,000, according to the deed.
The property is located near
the intersection of Normal Street
and Regents Avenue.
That’s in the area approved
for the construction of the
new College of Education
and Behavioral Sciences
building, said Doug Ault,
director of planning, design
and construction.
Western is in the process of
making offers on other properties in the area, Ault said.
He said administrators have
received written or verbal
agreements from the owners of
all but a few properties that they

Reach Christina Allen
at news@wkuherald.com.

will sell.
John Osborne, associate vice
president for campus services and
facilities, said Western is actively
engaged in acquiring property for
the new building.
The new building is in the very
early design stages, Ault said. The
process of designing the building
should take about a year, he said.
Construction on the building is set to start in early 2008,
Ault said.
Sam Evans, dean of the
College of Education and
Behavioral Sciences, said he
has been working with architects since last November
to establish priorities in the
design.
Evans said programming
needs were the most important
in considering the priorities for
the new building.
“You really look at every-

Hair and Tanning Salon

Reach Katie Brandenburg
at news@wkuherald.com.

Photo illustration by Scott McIntyre

Educational opportunities
just a click away with iPods
By Nina Bosken
Herald reporter

Chalk, a blackboard and a
lectern were once some of the
only tools teachers had to get
their message across.
But iPods are joining the list
of tools that prospective teachers are using.
Instructors are showing their
education students the importance of using technology in
the classroom, including how
to implement iPods in educating their future students.
Education students will
have access to iPods for the
classes they teach next year,
said Marge Maxwell, a professor who is teaching students
how to teach with iPods.
iPods can be used to teach
through podcasts, audiobooks,
music, photographs and videos, she said.
E-Train, a project that educates teachers and education

students on how to use technology in the classroom, is also
helping local teachers learn
how to do so, E-Train Director
Leroy Metze said.
Metze said using iPods in
the classroom is a great idea.
“Any tool that we can find
that’s going to make learning
more effective, we ought to
explore,” he said.
Maxwell, assistant professor
for special instructional programs, said she wants to teach
students using multimedia, since
they’re familiar with it.
“They’re used to multimedia that jumps here, there and
all over the place,” she said.
She said she hopes the iPods
are successful.
“This will show them different ways they can use their
own iPods,” she said.
She said state teachers can
access KET EncycloMedia, a
resource with materials teach-

ers can download onto their
iPods for educational use.
Bruce Battles, assistant
professor of instructional programs, is doing a research
study with high school juniors
at Trousdale County High
School in Hartsville, Tenn.
He’s providing the students
with iPods since it’s more of
a rural, poor area, and many
students can’t afford them. But
they can use their own iPods.
Students who use the iPods
for class can keep them, he said.
“I just don’t know if many
16-year-olds will turn down
the chance to have a free iPod,”
he said.
He’s ordering 100 iPods for
education students. The cost, provided by E-Train, will be between
$17,000 to $18,000, depending
on which model he uses.
Reach Nina Bosken
at news@wkuherald.com.

~For Men & Women~
located on ground floor of Bates Runner

745-6155
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7 TANS and a
bottle of lotion

$30

Tanning
Specials

10 Visits for
$26
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Experienced Cosmetologists
Codie Bennett & Holly Carter
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Campus life

Bowling Green

Nickels no longer
necessary at
vending machines

Park may end skater boredom

Quarters are all anyone
needs to buy items from vending machines.
After a resolution passed
by the Student Government
Association to make vending
machine prices in 25-cent increments, vending services worked
with its contractor, Canteen, to
make it happen.
Marshall Gray, director
of vending services, said he
worked with Canteen for about
a month and a half to make the
change possible.
To do this, vending services
took a decrease in the commission it receives from Canteen,
because Gray said students’
needs are important.
“We said we wanted better
prices, so we took less money,”
he said.
Now, all vending machine
items are between 50 cents and
$1.25.
SGA passed the resolution
on Feb. 13.
The switch was implemented
during spring break.
“I was pleasantly surprised
that it got done so quickly,” Fort
Thomas junior Tori Theiss said,
who wrote the resolution.
Theiss said SGA made a resolution about
the pricing of
items when a
student contacted the cam- 		
pus improve- item		
ments commit- Gum
tee about the
Crackers
odd prices.
Theiss said Chips
students will Pastries
be pleased with
the
change Candy
because every-

thing is still reasonably priced.
“This strengthens our relationship between SGA and the
university,” SGA President
Jeanne Johnson said.
Johnson said SGA has had a
progressive semester and having this resolution implemented
is an example of that.
SGA can make a resolution many times, but it relies
on Western to implement it,
she said. But vending services worked well with SGA to
get the senate’s goal accomplished.
Gray said the products that
increased in price are king-sized
candy bars and the pastries. He
said the pastries are also being
switched to a name brand.
Lori Wilson, the area vending manager at Canteen, said
the price increases and decreases balance out.
Wilson said Canteen wanted to remain competitive with
convenient store prices and be
practical.
Most of the prices are lower
than the prices of these same
items at the Bate Shop, according to information from vending
services.
Reach Susie Laun
at news@wkuherald.com.

Vending Machine Price Changes
old 		
price		

.55
.55
1.05
1.05
.80/1.05

new		
price

.50
.50
1.00
1.00
.75/1.25

Driving to Nashville or Franklin
in Tennessee or to Louisville to
skate is an all-day trip for Jim
Madison.
Madison leaves at 6 a.m., and
he sometimes doesn’t return until
11 p.m.
He won’t have to go any farther than downtown Bowling
Green when the city skate park
opens April 14.
The opening ceremony and
ribbon cutting is scheduled for
10 a.m. Freestyle skating, team
skating, food and possible guests
will follow.
The ceremony will end more
than three months of anticipation
that has built up because the project
has taken longer than expected.
The park was supposed to open
in December, the Herald previously reported.
Weather conditions have
slowed construction and frustrated
skaters, said Ernie Gouvas, director of Parks and Recreation.
“We empathize with them. We
wanted to get the park open,”
Gouvas said. “It’s like a tease
— it’s like Santa Claus bringing
your presents a month early and
you can’t play with them until
Christmas gets here.”
Until recently, there have
been some cases where skaters have jumped over the mesh
fence that surrounds the park,
Madison said. There has been
more enforcement lately.
Madison, one of the people
who jumped the fence, said rules
are strict for skaters who are using
it before it’s open.
“When I skate, I’m not hurting

t

By Susie Laun
Herald reporter

B y E l i z a be t h W o r s t e r
Herald reporter

News Brief

Forensics team wins
national debate tourney

Members of Western’s forensics team won the National
Parliamentary Debate Association
National Tournament last weekend.
The NPDA is the largest intercollegiate debate association in
the United States. It had 995

Dana Rieber/Herald
Scheduled to open last December, construction on the Roland Bland Skate Park continues.
The highly anticipated park, located at the corner of Louisville Road and Sixth Avenue, is
now scheduled to open April 14.
the park at all,” Madison said.
“It was supposed to be done
before Christmas and it is going
on forever and ever,” he said.
City Commissioner Brian
“Slim” Nash supported the project
in his election campaign, and he
brought the idea up in a city commission budget hearing.
The park will give local skaters
a good place to skate and increase
tourism, Gouvas said.
Bowling Green skaters have
voiced their opinions during several commission meetings.
“I went to every skate park
meeting and city commissioner

meeting,” Madison said. “Me
and a group of skaters voted on
everything.”
Randy Reece, owner of Blue
Wallace skate shop on Scottsville
Road, said the park is awesome,
and skating is the fastest-growing
sport in America.
Madison said he has been
watching the skate park being
built since Aug. 7, and he’s looking forward to the opening.
The park will be his local destination, Madison said, because he
doesn’t feel as much at home at
other parks.
The park will be open from

teams that competed in the tournament at Colorado College in
Colorado Springs, Colo. Western
sent eight debate teams to the
event.
Placing below Western in
the championship was Point
Loma Nazarene University,
Washburn University, Texas
Tech University and Western
Washington University.

Western ranks second in the
NPDA 2006-2007 overall season rankings, behind Point Loma
Nazarene University.
Western recently won its
eighth International Forensic
Association title and its 17th
consecutive Kentucky Forensic
Association championship.
The team will compete
in two upcoming events: the

dawn until 11 p.m.
Participants skate at their own
risk, meaning that any activity
that occurs without a fee being
collected can’t legally be considered liable to the city unless
something is wrong with the
park, Gouvas said.
Wally Hollyday Design, a general contractor for concrete skate
parks, laid out the park.
Some of Hollyday’s designs
are in Nashville, Tenn.; Wichita,
Kan.; and Santa Monica, Calif.
Reach Elizabeth Worster
at news@wkuherald.com.

American Forensic Association
National Individual Events
Tournament on April 6 through
9 at Minnesota State University
in Mankato, Minn., and the
National Forensic Association
National Tournament on April
19-23 at Berry College in
Rome, Ga.
— Alex Fontana

grad fair

Downing University Center:
Mon. & Tue. March 26 - 27 10:00-6:00
Getting ready to walk the line was never so easy.

Grad Fair Vendors:

Extended Campuses:
Elizabethtown: March 28 3-4:30 (EST)
Glasgow: March 28 4:30-6:00 (CDT)
Owensboro: March 29 4:30-6:00 (CDT)

Balfour
Chappell Graduation Images
Cingular
Collegiate Funding Services
Liberty Mutual
National City
Nextel Partners

Mark your calendars:

Oak Hall

SPRING JOB FAIR
When? Wed. March 28 1:00-4:00
Where? South Campus at the
Carroll Knicely Conference Center
Who? All WKU students and Alumni
are invited to attend.
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Sam’s Club
Service One Credit Union
University Frames
WKU Talisman

Don’t forget to
pick up your
cap & gown!
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Local poets slam
with professionals
Since then, he’s been in about
15 slams, he said.
Newman said his ultimate
The poets gathered outside
to polish their performances goal is to perform on HBO’s
and collect ideas from each “Def Poetry.” At the slam, he
met a poet who has reached
other.
They chatted and practiced his goal.
Lawrence “Basikknowledge”
together in small groups on
the sidewalk in front of the Green of South Carolina recently appeared on the show.
restaurant.
Newman draws motivaThe creative atmosphere
was apparent Friday at Bread tion from artists like Green
& Bagel on Broadway Avenue. because they have become
Seventeen poets, includ- successful while they are
ing two featured poets, per- young, he said.
He
said
formed at the
he studied
Greenhouse
how Green
Poetry
Inc.
delivered his
slam at 8 p.m.
poems durGreenhouse
ing the slam.
is a nonprofTo improve,
it
organiza- — Bonny “Bonfire” McDonald
Newman said
tion devoted
Local poet
he needs to
to creating a
slow down the
stage for slam
poetry, said Adam Henze, delivery of his poems.
Newman placed second in
vice president of Greenhouse.
It was founded by Western the youth slam and Marcus
graduates Henze and Stacey Pratter, 17, of Bowling
Green, won. The performer
Bernaugh in February 2006.
Greenhouse began with “Prophecy” won the adult
community slams and a com- slam.
The two featured poets
petitive adult team.
Now they host poetry work- performed between the youth
shops, Henze said. They’ve and adult slams. Green and
added a youth team that will Carlos Robson, a world-ranked
travel to a national competition poet from North Carolina, performed together.
for the first time this year.
“He feels so alive inside me,
Slam poetry is performance
poetry. In a slam competition, I’d be pregnant forever to keep
the poets present their original us together,” Green said during
poems. They’re given scores a poem about a girl he knew.
Green said his inspiration
based on content and performance by unaffiliated judges in often comes from reading other
the audience, said Henze, who poets’ material.
He said his best advice to
also performed.
Each judge gives the poet a other poets is to write only
score between one and 10, 10 what they know.
“I never write a story that’s
being the highest. The lowest
and highest scores earned by not mine,” Green said.
Bonny “Bonfire” McDonald
the poet are dropped and the
remaining numbers are added. was the last poet to perform
The highest possible total is in the first round of the adult
slam.
30, Henze said.
She recited a poem about
The first competition Friday
was a youth slam with four her own life.
“This is the story of a girl
poets.
Louisville freshman Lance who’s had to learn to see priviNewman passionately per- lege; who knows it takes work
to not be ignorant,” McDonald
formed his first poem.
“You can’t have two pens said.
McDonald said her main
and write with both at the
same time,” Newman said dur- goal as a poet is to spread her
ing his performance. He par- ideas about how to make the
ticipated in both the youth and world better.
She got into slam poetry
adult slams.
Newman has been writing in 2003 and wants to make a
poetry since he was 13 and living from her poetry perforperforming since he was 15. mances.
By Christina Howerton
Herald reporter

“I tried to soak up
their company while
they were here.”

She said she plans to go
on tour eventually, so she
wanted to learn from Green
and Robson, who were traveling with the Southern Comfort
Tour on Friday.
“I tried to soak up their company while they were here,”
McDonald said.
She said she respects
the two poets because they
appreciated each poet in the
competition.
The next Greenhouse slam is
at 10 p.m. Tuesday at Tidball’s
with a $3 cover.
Reach Christina Howerton
at features@wkuherald.com.

Jordan Pendley/Herald
On Friday night, poets Lawrence “Basikknowledge” Green, right, and Carlos Robson, center, made a stop at Bread & Bagel in Bowling Green on their Southern Comfort Tour. They
were the featured poets for a youth and adult poetry slam organized by Greenhouse Poetry
Inc. Green, from Charleston, S.C., recently appeared on HBO’s “Def Poetry,” and is a former
individual world finalist.

Papa’s got the 3-point shot
that’s sure to WIN the game.

Do YOU?
Stick with

for MARCH MADNESS!
No timeouts needed.
1922 Russellville Rd.

782-0888
One Small
one topping

& 20 oz. Coke Product

$7.99

2 Small

two topping
w/ Cheese Sticks

$14.99

Limited Delivery Area. Coupon Required.
Valid only at participating locations. Customer pays all applicable sales tax.
Not valid with any buy one get one free offer. One coupon per order.

Limited Delivery Area. Coupon Required.
Valid only at participating locations. Customer pays all applicable sales
tax. Not valid with any buy one get one free offer. One coupon per order.

Expires 5/13/07

Expires 5/13/07

Campus Special

Carry-out Special
Monday and Tuesday

Large

Large

1 Topping

Dorms & Academic Buildings Only

$8.99

Limited Delivery Area. Coupon Required.
Valid only at participating locations. Customer pays all applicable sales tax.
Not valid with any buy one get one free offer. One coupon per order.

1 Topping

$6.99

Limited Delivery Area. Coupon Required.
Valid only at participating locations. Customer pays all applicable sales tax.
Not valid with any buy one get one free offer. One coupon per order.

Expires 5/13/07

Expires 5/13/07

COME SEE THE NEW RELEASES !

2

LOCATIONS

GREENWOOD 10
2625 Scottsville Road

GREAT ESCAPE 12
323 Great Escape Drive

782-3112
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for executive vice president,
according to SGA candidate filing results.
There are 24 candidates
running for the student senate,
according to the results.
The presidential candidates
will face off in debate at 6 p.m.
after today’s meeting.
Johnson said she wants to
be re-elected because there are
many projects that she feels
passionate about that will continue into next year.
She said she wants to focus
on Western’s academic quality
and enrollment standards.
Development of new buildings will be a large part of next
semester, too, Johnson said.
She said she wants to increase
SGA’s relationship with students and faculty.
“We’ve built SGA back up,
and now it’s time to build relationships,” Johnson said.
Johnson said she’d also like

to improve her relationship with
other student body presidents
across Kentucky.
The relationship has declined
in the past, and Johnson said she
and other student body presidents want to strengthen it.
Bryan, an Elizabethtown
sophomore and legislative
research committee chairman, said he decided to run
for president because he
wants to increase campus
awareness of campus activities and student involvement.
He also wanted the election
to be contested.
If elected, Bryan said he’ll
focus on general education
requirements and establishing
an honors college.
Bryan said he wants a
stronger student voice on the
University Senate’s general
education committee and he
wants to increase the options of
general education classes.
He also wants to improve
campus.
Bryan has talked to Nathan
Eaton, a Fairdale sophomore
and campus improvements
chairman, and he wants to pave

the dirt path in the Valley.
Wireless Internet is also a
problem that needs to be fixed,
he said.
“Some students in McLean
don’t even have wireless
Internet,” Bryan said.
Bryan said he wants to work
on SGA’s emphasis of Up ‘Til
Dawn and get SGA involved in
Bowl for Kids’ Sake.
Reach Jessica VanWinkle
at news@wkuherald.com.

If you go
What: SGA Election Forum.

Candidates will address
campus and organization
issues
When: 6 p.m. today after
the regular meeting
Where: SGA chambers,
Downing University Center
Room 305
uuu
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Rape reported in dorm
By Christina Allen
Herald reporter

A student has reported being
raped, according to an incident
report filed with campus police.
According to a press release,
campus police received a sexual
assault report on March 25.
The complainant said in the
report that she went to the
suspect’s Southwest Hall dorm
room to ask a question, was
prevented from leaving and
was raped.
The victim reported the
incident took place Feb. 28.
She couldn’t be reached for
comment.
The Herald does not
release the names of alleged
rape victims.

The suspect’s name has not
yet been released, said Mike
Dowell, public informations
officer for campus police.
Dowell said the victim and
the suspect knew one another.
Investigation into the rape is
continuing, according to the
press release.
Brian Kuster, director of
Housing and Residence Life,
said Western’s campus is
generally a safe place to live,
and Western takes measures
to prevent rape and sexual
assault.
“This whole month, there’s
an awareness program the
Counseling and Testing Center
is sponsoring,” Kuster said.
Kuster said Western offers

your source
for news on the hill

campus safety and awareness programs. Emphasis is placed upon
sexual responsibility at MASTER
Plan, and lessons are taught from
both the male and female point of
view, Kuster said.
Kuster said he was not
made aware of the alleged
rape because of laws protecting the confidentiality of
reports made by victims of
rape and sexual abuse.
Kuster said if the woman
was raped, she should take
legal action.
“If it were my daughter or
my sister, I’d definitely want
her to press charges,” he said.
Reach Christina Allen
at news@wkuherald.com.

herald

2710 Scottsville Road
270-843-8741

MONDAY NIGHT IS

“COLLEGE
NIGHT”
with current WKU I.D.

MONDAY THRU WEDNESDAY
FROM 10:00PM TIL 2:00AM

NEW SPECIAL!

THURSDAY NIGHTS
(no longer cosmic)

RENT A LANE FOR ONLY $40.00

FROM 9:30PM TIL 1:30AM
ONLY $40.00

$5 PER PERSON- ALL YOU CAN BOWL!

$5.50 PITCHERS * 99¢ DRAFTS
$3 MINI GOLF
$1 BATTING CAGES
(MINIMUM 4 PER LANE-SHOES NOT INCLUDED)
Or you can play a game for only $2.50 per game, per person!

Billards

Campus police

What: SGA Elections
When: April 3-4
Where: TopNet

WKU Student Discount
All other times excluding specials

34 Lanes
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Indoor		

INCLUDES UNLIMITED BOWLING FOR YOU AND UP
TO 11 FRIENDS, UP TO FOUR FREE SHOE RENTALS,
LARGE PIZZA (UNLIMITED TOPPINGS) & A PITCHER
OF SODA OR A PITCHER OF BEER.

Miniature Golf

Lounge Area

Karaoke
Fri & Sat 8:00pm - 1:00am
(ask about our Fundraiser events)
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senior and AOPi member
Rachael Waldeck. It involves
more synchronization of steps
and movement within a group
than individual body movement.
Most teams practice for more
than a month, for a couple of days
each week, Waldeck said. Stepping
can be difficult for some.
“I’m kind of a slow learner, it
takes me a while,” said Nashville
senior Lizzy White, an AOPi member. “You’d think a senior would
be one of the best, but I’m not.”
Judging was based on creativity, precision (uniformity
of the group), stage presence,
crowd response and clarity of
chants and steps.
Every performance elicited
an excited response from the
crowd. Phi Mu had a “Knocked
Out” theme and stepped wearing jail stripes. The KDs “Made
It Rain” when they stepped with
dripping wet hair. Phi Mu Alpha
fraternity did a military theme
and jumped and clapped hands
blindfolded. Omega Phi Alpha
members shook their “booty”
to Bubba Sparxxx’s song “Ms.
New Booty” in their piratethemed performance.
Even audience members
danced in the aisles between
performances.
The Sig Eps brought cheers
and clapping from nearly everyone with their “House That Sig
Ep Built” theme and the AOPis
shocked people with their Zorroinspired performance.

Shannon L. Zirkle/Herald
(Top) St. Louis senior Laura Planck performs with Kappa
Delta sorority during the Unity Step Show in Van Meter Hall
Saturday. (Bottom) Left to right, Alpha Omicron Pi sorority
sisters Danville sophomore Danon Camic, Paducah junior
Jessi Donaldson, Glasgow sophomore Mariah Hammons and
Courtney Long, a freshman from Franklin,Tenn., celebrate
after winning for the fourth consecutive time in the Unity
Step Show in Van Meter Saturday.
The competition wasn’t the
most important part of the event,
said Nashville junior Mark Clay,
Alpha Phi Alpha’s president.
The point of the show was to
bring together Greek organizations
that wouldn’t normally socialize
and to share culture, Clay said.
He said that the step show helps
different Greek organizations and
different races communicate.
The Step Off was created by
the graduated brothers of Alpha
Phi Alpha five years ago.
Alpha alumnus Samson
Anderson from Tompkinsville, a
founder of the event, said people
have gotten more excited each
year since it began.
He said the event unifies all

Greek organizations and people
from different backgrounds.
Others enjoy the event
because it’s fun and exciting.
“It is one of the most fun
things we participate in,” White
said. “It is great to get all of the
fraternities and sororities together, but also to see what everyone
has come up with and share our
talents with each other.”
Reach Heather Ryan
at features@wkuherald.com.

Go online for
multimedia
wkuherald.com

March is

Women’s History Month
Read the history
Learn about the heritage
Immerse yourself in the lives of women
Celebrate with the University Bookstore

Unbowed: A Memoir; Presidential Wives: An Anecdotal History; We Got Issues!: A
Young Woman’s Guide to a Bold, Courageous and Empowered Life; Are Men
Necessary?: When Sexes Collide; Joan: The Mysterious Life of the Heritic Who
Became a Saint; Zoya’s Story: An Afghan Woman’s Struggle for Freedom

Visit us today for a these and other fine titles.
Mon-Thur 7:30a-7p Fri 7:30a-5p Sat 10a-2p
www.wku.edu/info/bookstore
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Sandler proves dramatic h
,).'%2)% 0!249
ability in ‘Reign Over Me’ ). /52 ,)6).' 2//-
By Will Cravens
Herald reporter

t

Written and directed by
Mike Binder, “Reign Over Me”
succeeds as a contemporary
drama that is both touching
and powerful.
On the surface, Alan (Don
Cheadle) has the perfect life: a
successful career in Manhattan,
a loving wife and beautiful children. However, he has no close
friends and feels bored with his
lifestyle.
Charlie (Adam Sandler) is
a deeply troubled widower
who is still unable to cope
with the loss of his family
on Sept. 11. He spends his
time alone, doing anything
that will help him forget
about the pain.
Charlie and Alan were college roommates and hang out
together after meeting again
by chance. They rekindle
their friendship and help each
other face their own lives and
problems.
At the core, this film is a
story of friendship and communication. Both men are at
a point in their lives when
they could use a friend. They
find themselves having fun
again and remember that it’s
helpful to have someone to
talk to.
Alan finds that Charlie was
severely affected by the tragedy

and is not the same guy
he used to know. He
decides to help Charlie
and soon learns that
we must make sacrifices for those we care
about.
Reign Over Me
This film is an emotional rollercoaster. It
has ups and downs, Starring: Adam Sandler, Don
and every now and Cheadle, Jada Pinkett Smith, Liv
then, it throws you for
Tyler and Saffron Burrows
a loop. I haven’t had
a ride this good in a Written and Directed by: Mike Binder
Rated: R for language and some
long time.
The cinematog- sexual references.
raphy is beautiful. My grade: A
Sometimes the characters seem incredheadphones and drowning
ibly tangible, like we’re everything out.
there with them, sharing their
It’s a recurring theme
experiences.
throughout the film, which
It was filmed with digital is reflected in the excellent
cameras in a lively and col- soundtrack that complements
orful New York City, where the story well.
Binder wasn’t afraid to utiThe cast and performances
lize the setting. The scenes were great overall, with both
were shot as another character Cheadle and Sandler assummight see them, adding an ing their roles fully. I was
element of realism.
not surprised by Sandler’s
“I wanted to be on the street talent in his most serious
with Charlie, reflecting his role yet.
point of view. It gives the
We’ve seen evidence of his
film a whole different look,” ability in films such as “PunchBinder said in his online pro- Drunk Love,” “Spanglish” and
duction notes.
most recently in “Click,” which
Music is also a large part were dramatic, albeit quirky.
of the story. Charlie uses
it to help him escape his Reach Will Cravens
thoughts by putting on large at features@wkuherald.com.

Film
Review
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News Brief

BrewCo to host benefit concert for slain
policeman’s family

The Brewing Company
will host a benefit concert
tomorrow night for the family of David Whitson, a
Bowling Green police officer
who was shot and killed during duty in October 2006.

Doors open at 6:30 p.m
tomorrow. The concert begins
at 7 p.m. with The Fender
Benders.
Durty Walrus, Big Kitty
and The Secret are also performing, said Jeff Lobb, general manager of The Brewing
Company.
There is a $5 donation to
get in and more donations
will be accepted at the event.

A portion of the donations
will go to the police officer’s
family.
“We just want to make sure
the family knows he’s remembered,” Lobb said.
Patrons must be 21 years or
older to enter.
The bands are playing for
free, he said.

W est e r n P l a c e
 0ATTON 7AY
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EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

— Alex Fontana

RESERVE YOUR FREE 2007 TALISMAN YEARBOOK
APRIL 3 is the last date to reserve
your free Talisman online

It’s A
S EA
SY

Featuring:

400 full color pages.
All students, full and part-time, graduate and undergraduate are eligible
to receive a free Talisman. Fall
delivery on campus.

AS

123!

1. log onto TopNet
2. click on Student
Services
3. click on Reserve a
2007 Talisman and
follow the
instructions
www.wku.edu/talisman
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145 total yards on 30 carries for
one touchdown for the Golden
Hurricane.
His 14.5 rushing yards
per game ranked sixth on the
team.
Athletics Director Wood
Selig, who has been in
Fresno, Calif., for the NCAA
Tournament since March 1,
said last night was the first time

u March Madness took
a detour through the Preston
Center with two basketball
events this weekend.
On Friday, co-rec two-ball
shootout took place with 28
teams competing. Senior Ralph
Haynes and freshman Whitney
Brooks took home first place.
The shootout was a competition of basketball shooting
skills. While racing against the
clock, the male and female pair
alternate shooting from different spots with specified point
values. Each team shoots for
one minute.
Co-rec five-on-five basketball took place on Saturday.
Paydirt Elite beat Chi Omega/
Kappa Alpha in the championship match.
Seventeen teams competed in
the weekend-long tournament.
u Intramural soccer begins
its annual weekend tournament on Saturday at the Preston

t

he had heard of the incident.
“I don’t feel it is appropriate
to comment until I’ve received
all of the information,” he said.
“Any time student athletes get
in trouble, it concerns me.”
With the latest incident, there
have been nine student-athlete
arrests at Western in the past 17
months.
Today’s practice marks the
fifth of the spring season, which
culminates April 21 with the
red-white scrimmage.
Reach Ed Lukins
at sports@wkuherald.com.

Intramural Roundup
Intramural Complex. The rosters were due on March 26, so
schedules are yet to be determined.
“Soccer should be enjoyable
for everyone,” said Stephen
Byrd, intramural coordinator.
“We don’t enforce the offsides
rule and there are no slide tackles permitted.”
Last year’s champions were
Los Vagos in the men’s division, while Paydirt was victorious in the women’s group.

UPCOMING EVENTS

(teams, times yet to be determined)
u Team handball championships at Preston Center
u Softball begins April 9 at
the Preston Intramural Complex
u Four-on-four flag football
begins May 4 at the Preston
Intramural Complex
— Ryne Dunkelberger

News brief

SGA to grill out
on South Lawn

The Student Government
Association is hosting a block
party at 5 p.m. on Thursday on
DUC South Lawn.
There will be a cookout, and
SGA members will provide free
food.
The campus improvements
committee is hosting its cam-
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Marijuana
Continued

CYAN MEGENTA YELLOW BLACK

pus clean-up before the block
party. Participants will meet at
4:30 p.m. in front of Cherry
Hall. Participants will get free
T-shirts.
For more information, contact Lucas Humble, SGA academic affairs chairman or Kayla
Shelton, SGA student affairs
chairwoman.

Railroad
Continued

from front page

“I think after a trip like this, friends
develop, and more than anything else, a
dialogue opens up about often racially
sensitive issues,” she said.
This was the first semester Western
offered an honors section of the class.
Honors Director Craig Cobane said
they want to try to reach out to different
minority populations and this was a great
way to do so.
The regular section of the class is
usually mostly black students, whereas
the honors section is more of a mixedrace class, Ardrey said.
Lexington freshman Drew Eclov said
he went on the trip to better understand
black culture and get to know his
classmates better.
“I have preconceived notions that I
didn’t know I have, and as I come to
realize them, I get rid of them,” he said.
The first stop was Ripley, to tour the
town and the Rankin House, a hideway
owned by a Presbyterian minister.
The house sits above a hill
overlooking Ripley. A light in the house
would show it was safe for fugitive
slaves to come to.
The group took a walking tour of the
community, known as an abolishionist
town during slavery.
Kangololo Mwila, a sophomore
from Lusaka, Zambia, came on the trip
to learn more about African-American
history. Being from Africa, she hasn’t
had as much of a chance to learn
about the history from an American

perspective.
“I want to be able to learn what my
ancestors had to go through to get here,”
she said.
The group then headed to Covington.
Their hotel room assignments were
mixed between races. Ardrey said she
assigned the rooms so white students
would be the minority.
“In a class discussion, it’s hard for a
white to understand what it really means
day to day to live in the minority,” she
said.
Dallas sophomore Cornelius Lee
went out to a night club that night in
downtown Cincinnati with some of the
students, both black and white.
“It was definitely an experience with
the group we were with,” he said.
At Western, students racially
segregate by choice, he said. He said the
trip has changed some of that.
The next morning the students visited
the Harriet Beecher Stowe House,
the Cincinnati home of the author of
the anti-slavery book “Uncle Tom’s
Cabin.”
The students went to the National
Underground Railroad Freedom Center,
a museum that documents the struggles
of people in slavery, in the afternoon.
Paul Rusesabagina, the man on whom
“Hotel Rwanda” was based, spoke. The
movie is a true story about the genocide
in Rwanda.
He said a lot of the problems with
slavery are going on today.
“We have changed the players,
but again the rules have remained the
same,” he said in his speech.
Reach Nina Bosken
at news@wkuherald.com.

Other undergrounds
The Underground Railroad was a way to help slaves escape to freedom during the 1800s. This isn’t the only time when people have been
secretly moved from their homes for various reasons.
u India: Many young girls are being sneaked into the country to work
as sex slaves. There are organizations working to combat this problem,
but it can be difficult because once rescued, many girls don’t know
where they came from because they’ve never left the country.
u North Korea: In the mid-90s refugees were being led from North
Korea to China. Refugees had about a four-day trip to Mongolia and then
had to crawl under barbed wire at the border. Activists offered bribes to
guards to ensure that refugees could cross safely.
Sources: Marie Claire magazine, www.pbs.org

— Susie Laun
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In college,
field trips still
engage students
By Susie Laun
Herald reporter

Desert research, Underground Railroad
excursions and cave exploration have
helped students apply and understand
what they’ve learned while sitting through
countless PowerPoint presentations.
These types of field trips are only a few
of the increasing number of educational trips
students are offered throughout the semester.
Student engagement is the main reason
professors are sending their students on
field trips, some department heads say.
The political science department hosts
about two or three field trips each semester,
Department Head Saundra Ardrey said.
She said Western wants to make students
more engaged in what they’re learning.
Provost Barbara Burch said there has
recently been more emphasis placed on
field trips to increase student engagement.
Western is trying to help students become
socially responsible people, she said.
Ardrey took a class on an overnight
field trip this past weekend to tour part of
the Underground Railroad.
The geography and geology department has about four or five field trips
each semester, Department Head David
Keeling said.
Students go to places such as Mammoth
Cave to learn about class concepts, he said.
During spring break, 20 students went
on an educational trip to the Mojave
Desert in California, he said.
It’s easier for students to understand
the material if they can see what they’re
learning, he said.
“These field experiences are the best
way students can understand the material,” Keeling said.
History Department Head Richard
Weigel said the history department doesn’t
have many field trips.
Field trips are important to give students hands-on experience, but close monitoring is required and a lot of paperwork
is involved, Weigel said.
Psychology Department Head Steven
Haggbloom said there’s no program in the
department for field trips, but individual
faculty members take students on trips.
Reach Susie Laun
at news@wkuherald.com.
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of 10 hits.
“Balls weren’t going our
way, weren’t falling right,”
senior pitcher Liam Shanahan
said. “Some days we’ll play
good defense, some days
we’ll pitch well and some
days we’ll swing the bats.
We just need to put it all
together.”
The Toppers swung their
bats Saturday afternoon.
Western drove in eight runs
in the first inning, the same
number the Great Danes hit
through nine.
Freshman infielder Wade
Gaynor collected a career-high
five hits with four runs and one
RBI.

Records
Continued

from page

16

to keep going and doing what I
do best.”
Sophomore guard Brianne
Brown came off the bench to
provide defensive energy and
ended the game tying a careerhigh with 13 points, converting
on nine of 10 free throws.
Brown is averaging 11
points per game in three WNIT
games; she averaged 4.4 points
per game during the regular
season.
In their third-round game
Thursday, Western held on to
a 56-53 win over Mississippi
State in Diddle Arena.
Despite losing a 15-point
second-half lead, Western held
off a late charge by the Lady
Bulldogs (18-14).

Gaynor went 6-10 during
the weekend.
Junior center fielder Scott
Kaskie contributed eight runs
as he drove in four and crossed
the plate four times.
Kaskie hit 5-12 for the
series.
“We know we’re good
enough to beat anyone,”
Shanahan said. “When you put
up 21 runs against any team
in the country, you can really
swing the bats.”
Finwood said team members
will work hard in practice this
week and find out if the team
can toughen up.
“Hopefully, we’ll decide we
want to play baseball,” he said,
“and when we do that, we’re a
decent ball club, but we sure
didn’t do it (Sunday).”
Reach Will Perkins
at sports@wkuherald.com.

Kelly led the Lady Toppers
with 15 points before fouling
out with 3:31 remaining in the
game.
For the remainder of the
tournament, the Lady Toppers
will play on the road, beginning
at Wisconsin.
The winner of the contest will
play the winner of Wyoming
vs. Kansas State Saturday at 2
p.m in the WNIT championship
game.
Brown said the team members are confident in each other,
no matter where they play.
“Like Coach Cowles said,
‘We’ve played as good on the
road as we have here in Diddle
this year,’” she said. “And I
don’t think it is going to be a
problem with us to go in there
and execute just as well as we
have here in Diddle.”
Reach David Harten
at sports@wkuherald.com.
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Sports brief

Tennis teams pick up
sweep in Nashville 		

Western’s tennis teams
swept one of its neighbors on
Sunday.
The men’s team cruised to
a 7-0 win at Tennessee State.
The team collected the
doubles point with three
straight wins.
Brothers Andy and Chad
True led with an 8-3 victory over brothers Austin and
Aaron Fields.
No. 1 singles junior Chad
True pushed his season record
to 10-4 with a 6-1, 6-1 victory.
“It really boosts our confidence to not lose a single
match,” Chad True said. “We
lost during the week (against

Belmont), so it’s great to
come back with a demanding
victory.”
Sophomore Andy True
(6-1, 6-2) and junior David
Bowman (6-3, 6-0) rounded
out the top three with surefire victories.
“Tennessee State has one
of the best facilities that we
play in,” Bowman said. “So
that helped everyone play
better overall.”
With the sweep, the men
evened their record at 7-7.
The
Lady
Toppers
extended their record to 75 for the year with a 7-0
win over Tennessee State
to gain their first sweep of
the year.
The doubles teams oneupped the men by not only

sweeping the match, but
not giving up a single set.
The duo of sophomore Erin
Fulkerson/senior Christina
Hall and juniors Holly Kell/
Brittany Waiz both won 8-0.
The women’s singles were
led by No. 1 Fulkerson with a
6-3, 6-1 victory.
At No. 4, freshman Francis
Trigg played the toughest
match of the afternoon in a
2-6, 6-4, 10-4 come-frombehind victory.
The men will be back on
the courts April 7 against
Lipscomb in Nashville.
The Lady Toppers will
be at home Saturday against
Tennessee-Chattanooga at
Kereiakes Park.

#1 PEPE®

Real applewood smoked ham and provolone cheese
garnished with lettuce, tomato, and mayo.

#2 BIG

JOHN®

Medium rare choice roast beef, topped with
yummy mayo, lettuce, and tomato.

#3 TOTALLY

TUNA™

Fresh housemade tuna, mixed with celery, onions,
and our tasty sauce, then topped with alfalfa sprouts,
cucumber, lettuce, and tomato. (My tuna rocks!)

#4 TURKEY TOM®

Fresh sliced turkey breast, topped with lettuce,
tomato, alfalfa sprouts, and mayo. (The original)

#5 VITO®

The original Italian sub with genoa salami, provolone,
capicola, onion, lettuce, tomato, & a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Hot peppers by request)

#6 VEGETARIAN

Layers of provolone cheese separated by real
avocado spread, alfalfa sprouts, sliced cucumber,
lettuce, tomato, and mayo. (Truly a gourmet sub not
for vegetarians only . . . . . . . . . . . peace dude!)

J.J.B.L.T.™

$4.75

GIANT club sandwiches

Corporate Headquarters Champaign, IL

My club sandwiches have twice the meat and cheese, try it
on my fresh baked thick sliced 7-grain bread or my famous
homemade french bread!

$2.75
PLAIN SLIMS™

#7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB
A full 1/4 pound of real applewood smoked ham,
provolone cheese, lettuce, tomato, & real mayo!

Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce

slim
slim
slim
slim
slim
slim

1
2
3
4
5
6

#8 BILLY CLUB®

Ham & cheese
Roast Beef
Tuna salad
Turkey breast
Salami, capicola, cheese
Double provolone

Choice roast beef, smoked ham, provolone cheese,
Dijon mustard, lettuce, tomato, & mayo.

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB®

Real genoa salami, Italian capicola, smoked ham,
and provolone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato,
onion, mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(You hav'ta order hot peppers, just ask!)

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap

JJ

#10 HUNTER’S CLUB®

UNWICH™

A full 1/4 pound of fresh sliced medium rare
roast beef, provolone, lettuce, tomato, & mayo.

Same ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread.

#11 COUNTRY CLUB®

Fresh sliced turkey breast, applewood smoked ham,
provolone, and tons of lettuce, tomato, and mayo!
(A very traditional, yet always exceptional classic!)

YOUR CATERING
SOLUTION!!!

#12 BEACH CLUB®

Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, sprouts, lettuce, tomato, and
mayo! (It's the real deal, and it ain't even California.)

BOX LUNCHES, PLATTERS, PARTIES!

DELIVERY ORDERS will include a delivery
charge of 65¢ per item (+/–10¢).
+ + + + JIMMYJOHNS.COM + + + +

Bacon, lettuce, tomato, & mayo.
(The only better BLT is mama's BLT)

+side items +
+ Soda Pop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.19/$1.39
+ Giant chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie . . . $1.50
+ Real potato chips or jumbo kosher dill pickle . . . . $0.75
+ Extra load of meat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.25
+ Extra cheese or extra avocado spread . . . . . . . . . . $0.75
+ Hot Peppers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Free

freebies

(subs & clubs only)
Onion, lettuce, alfalfa sprouts, tomato, mayo, sliced
cucumber, Dijon mustard, oil & vinegar, and oregano.

HERALD
SPORTS

ok, so my subs really aren't gourmet and
we're not french either. my subs just taste
a little better, that's all! I wanted to
call it jimmy john's tasty sandwiches, but
my mom told me to stick with gourmet.
She thinks whatever I do is gourmet, but
i don't think either of us knows what it
means. so let's stick with tasty!

$3.75

8" SUB SANDWICHES

Check out
our Podcast at
wkuherald.com.

— Ryne Dunkelberger

Established in Charleston, IL
in 1983 to add to students GPA
and general dating ability.

All of my tasty sub sandwiches are a full 8 inches of
homemade French bread, fresh veggies and the finest
meats & cheese I can buy! And if it matters to you,
we slice everything fresh everyday in this store, right
here where you can see it. (No mystery meat here!)

Get the
latest sports
news every
Thursday

$6.75

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB®
Double provolone, real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, alfalfa sprouts, lettuce, tomato, & mayo.
(Try it on my 7-grain whole wheat bread. This veggie
sandwich is world class!)

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB®

THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN™
This sandwich was invented by
Jimmy John's brother Huey. It's huge
enough to feed the hungriest of all
humans! Tons of genoa salami, sliced
smoked ham, capicola, roast beef,
turkey & provolone, jammed into
one of our homemade French buns
then smothered with onions, mayo,
lettuce, tomato, & our homemade
Italian dressing.

Roast beef, turkey breast, lettuce, tomato, & mayo.
An American classic, certainly not invented by J.J. but
definitely tweaked and fine-tuned to perfection!

#15 CLUB TUNA®

The same as our #3 Totally Tuna except this one has
a lot more. Fresh housemade tuna salad, provolone,
sprouts, cucumber, lettuce, & tomato.

#16 CLUB LULU™

Fresh sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato,
& mayo. (JJ's original turkey & bacon club)

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
BOWLING GREEN

1916 RUSSELLVILLE RD.

270.393.8884

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!"
© 1 9 8 5 , 2 0 0 2 , 2 0 0 3 , 2 0 0 4 , 2 0 0 7 J I M M Y J O H N ’ S F R A N C H I S E , L L C A L L R I G H T S R E S E RV E D . We R e s e r ve T h e R i g h t To M a k e A n y M e n u C h a n g e s .

Short on Cash?
Donate Plasma!

Earn up to $170/ Month

Find out how thousands of people
save lives & earn extra cash by
donating plasma. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with serious illnesses.
It’s like having a part-time job without a boss
“I don’t think people realize, for two hours
a week, they can give someone a chance at
life. That’s priceless!”
www.dciplasma.com

Bowling Green Biologicals
410 Old Morgantown Rd.
793-0425



$10 First Visit
Special: New
Donors
Bring this
ad for $5
extra on your
2nd and 4th
Donations
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Softball

Lady Tops struggle to find
home plate, leave 10 on base
The opportunity was there,
but the ability to capitalize
wasn’t.
Losing 2-0 at LouisianaLafayette Sunday, the Lady
Toppers (13-18, 2-4 SBC) outhit the Ragin’ Cajuns, (32-7,
7-2 SBC) ranked No. 15 in
the ESPN.com/USA Softball
Collegiate poll, nine to four, but
left 10 runners on.
“We’ve been focusing a lot
on driving the ball and I think
that’s helped the most,” coach
Rachel Lawson said. “The bats
didn’t come around as we would
have liked to this weekend. I
thought we could have done a
better job.”
Six different players registered hits for the Lady Toppers.
Sophomore third baseman
Rebecca Horesky, freshmen
infielder Lindsay Antone and

MVP
Continued

from page

16

While critics may point to
the fact that Kelly had only
12 points against top-ranked
Vanderbilt, that was her season
low. Kelly finished in double
figures in every game this season. Not even national player
of the year candidates Ivory
Latta or Lindsey Harding can
say that.

shortstop Ashley Contreras
went a combined 7-9 in the
heart of the lineup, but like the
rest of the lineup, they left the
RBI column blank.
“We just couldn’t get a timely hit,” Lawson said.
Senior outfielder Alana
Towns went 2-4 on the day.
Towns said some of her success came from the pitching
machine’s speed being turned
up in preparation for the series.
“I tend to do better with faster pitches more so than slower
pitches,” Towns said.
Towns was left on base
twice.
“We’ve been working on this
stuff all week, and we’re going
to continue to work on it until
we’re successful all the time,”
Towns said.
Sophomore pitcher Jennifer
Kempf gave up just one earned
run in six innings. She gave up
Kelly has made her way
through the Lady Toppers’
record books with ease.
In Sunday’s 72-54 win over
Hofstra in the Women’s National
Invitation Tournament, Kelly
set the new record for points in
a season, as well as becoming
the third Lady Topper to score
2,000 points in her career.
She now has 742 points this
season and 2,008 for her career.
But what may separate Kelly
from other premier athletes of
any sport is how well she is
liked by everyone around her.

Fred Meador

BODY
SHOP

10% off

collision repairs to all
Western students &
faculty
Free estimates
Pick-up and delivery
available

7100 Russellville Rd · 781-2563
Monday- Friday: 8 am- 5 pm

For Rent

•••••••••••••••••••
Cabell Gardens Fall 2007
Executive apartments, one
block from WKU, 3 bdrm.,
$250 each, parking, W/D, all
appliances. 1504 Park St.
270-781-9182
•••••••••••••••••••
1328 Adams St., very nice, 2
bedroom apt., $375/mo., no
pets, lease and deposit
required. Call 846-2397
•••••••••••••••••••

For Rent

•••••••••••••••••••
3 and 4 Bedroom
Duplexes. Two-car garage.
$950-995 per mo. Location
near water park. 782-1863
•••••••••••••••••••
Close to WKU. 1 Bedroom
apartment. $325/mo. + deposit
& some utilities. 2 Br. $425
plus deposit + utilities.
Call 796-7949
•••••••••••••••••••

JobFairs!!
Thursday, March 29th, 4pm-8pm
Friday, March 30th, 4pm-8pm
& Saturday, March 31st, 1pm-5pm
(Enter Gate 1 at Churchill Downs)
Levy Restaurants at Churchill Downs is looking for team-players
with great smiles to fill a variety of positions for The Kentucky
Derby! We will be interviewing for:

CONCESSIONS • CASHIERS • PREP/LINE COOKS
BARTENDERS • CARVERS • DISHWASHERS
WAREHOUSE RUNNERS • BEVERAGE/FOOD RUNNERS
SERVERS • SERVER ASSISTANTS
Great starting pay rates!!

just one in the series-opening
game as well.
Despite pitching well, Kempf
said her confidence level really
didn’t get higher.
“It doesn’t matter what team
you’re playing, you still have to
go out and peform to the best
level you can,” Kempf said.
Lawson said a few close
pitches made the difference.
“Jennifer pitched a great
game,” Lawson said. “We were
very pleased with how she
did.”
Kempf walked three and
struck out two.
“We just need to keep chipping away and hit when there’s
runners in scoring position and
play defense,” Kempf said.
The game was tied at zero
through three-and-a-half
innings until the Ragin’ Cajuns
scored a run in the bottom of
the fourth. Lafayette’s insur“She’s just amazing,” sophomore guard Brianne Brown said
after Sunday’s game.
Though Kelly knows how
important she is to her team,
she’s very modest about it.
“I didn’t even know which
record I broke until someone told
me about it,” Kelly said. “I’m
just trying to help the team.”
Unfortunately, with all her
accolades and awards, Diddle
Arena has been spacious in
attendance, most notably from
its student section.
A meager 1,238 saw the

NOW OPEN

By Andrew Robinson
Herald Reporter

ance run would come in the
bottom of the sixth.
The shutout Sunday sent
the Lady Toppers back to
Bowling Green winless on the
weekend. They lost Saturday
3-2 and 10-1.
Lawson said she feels like
the Lady Toppers have begun
to find a rhythm at this point in
the season.
“We’ve been very consistent
of late,” Lawson said. “We’ve
pretty much played our game
except we didn’t get a timely
hit.”
Western stops at home at 4
p.m. today against Evansville
before going on the road for
nine games, starting with
a double-header at 4 p.m.
Wednesday against No. 1ranked Tennessee.
Reach Andrew Robinson
at sports@wkuherald.com.
Lady Toppers dominate a team
that many considered a snub
of the NCAA Tournament, as
Kelly once again made mincemeat of her opponent.
Though you probably missed
out on this spectacle of a humble and well-liked superstar in
Diddle, you can make up for
it next season, in which more
records are sure to drop.

Only on

wkuvisualvoice.com
This week — a preview of Battle of the Greeks.

WKU Spring

JOB FAIR
Wednesday March 28
1-4 pm

WKU South Campus- Carroll Knicely
Conference Center

100+ business, industry, government,
school system and grad school
organizations to talk with YOU!

discover the possibilities
Please bring current resume
and dress professionally!

Jason Stamm is sports editor
and columnist for the Herald.
Reach him at sports@wkuherald.com.

Panantukan, Ladies Kickboxing Class
No Contracts.
(muay thai)
Cambridge Square
830 Fairview Ave.
Mon-Fri: 11am-7pm

Student & Faculty
w/ ID

10% Off
Classes

843-5617
www.bgdojo.com

For Rent
For Rent

Across From New SAE House.
Available Immediately!

1303 Center Street
4 Bedroom, 2 Bath House
Large Rooms
$1,100 per month
1305 Center Street
1 Bedroom Apt. $375
1 Bedroom Apt. $475
2 Bedroom Apt. $500
Newly Remodeled Inside
535-1155 or 782-7885

Miscellaneous

•••••••••••••••••••
Guys and girls haircuts $5.00.
Barber College of South
Central Kentucky. 782-3261
•••••••••••••••••••
Volunteer Opportunity
on Farm
Summer Apprenticeship
Opportunity on Organic Farm.
270-457-2847
www.bugtusslefarm.com
•••••••••••••••••••

Help Wanted

•••••••••••••••••••
Bowling Green Country Club
now hiring experienced servers,
a.m. and p.m. shifts available
immediately, apply to
251 Beech Bend Road,
Bowling Green, KY 42101.
No Phone Calls Please.
Apply in Person
•••••••••••••••••••
Summer Sales Help Needed
Experience in pools and spas a
plus. Must be able to lift 50 lbs.
Must be able to work
weekends.Apply in person at
Atlantic Pools and Spas
1053 Lovers Lane
Bowling Green, KY 42103
•••••••••••••••••••

Publisher’s Notice: All real estate advertised in this newspaper is subject
to the Fair Housing Act of 1968 which makes it illegal to advertise “any
preference, limitation, or discrimination based on race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin, handicapped status, families with children, or
any intention to make such a preference, limitation or discrimination.”
This newspaper will not knowingly accept any advertising for real estate
which is in violation of the law. Our readers are hereby informed that
all dwellings advertised in this newspaper are available on an equal
opportunity basis. Please notify the Fair Housing Council at
502-583-3247 or 1-800-558-3247 if you feel there has been a violation.

For more information call 270.745.3095

Help Wanted

•••••••••••••••••••
Mid-South Paint and Design
is looking for a hardworking
person for deliveries, sales and
greeting public. 20 to 30 hrs.
Weekdays, Mon - Fri,
Saturdays 8-12, no nights.
Qualifications include
friendliness, dependable, paint
knowledge and self starter. Call
Kirk at 843-0194 or come by
107 Emmett Ave.
•••••••••••••••••••
Work in Nashville this Summer.
Earn $ 8,000.
Contact Jay Austin.
615-975-7171
•••••••••••••••••••
Part-Time office help wanted.
Call 270-320-4614.
•••••••••••••••••••
Yard Maintenance
Part-time person needed who
has flexible hours. Call Judy
796-4085.
•••••••••••••••••••

Help Wanted

•••••••••••••••••••
Retail Pool Company
Motivated student for part-time
or full-time in summer / year
round. Chemistry, biology, pool
experience helpful, but not
required. Fun working
atmosphere. Paid holidays plus
bonus pkg. Apply in person.
Aqualand Pool, Spa, and Patio.
1260 Campbell Lane.
Bowling Green, KY.
•••••••••••••••••••
Enrollment Specialist
Work from home.
Earn up to $550 / per week.
Internet required. For more
information call Melissa Hix.
615-699-5593.
•••••••••••••••••••
Note to Readers:
The College Heights Herald screens ads for
misleading or false claims but cannot
guarantee any ad or claim. Please use caution
when answering ads, especially when asked to
send money or provide credit card information.

At Home City Ice, we offer flexible scheduling to meet your needs!
Work PT now and FT in the summer!! It’s the PERFECT job for
college students! We are currently seeking applicants for our route
delivery positions. Requirements are a good driving record, good
attitude and reliable transportation to and from work. You will be
delivering ice to our established customer base using our delivery
vehicles. Experience is not necessary…we SPECIALIZE in training
college students. We have over 40 locations throughout the Midwest
so if you’re going home for the summer, chances are we can still find a
place for you in your hometown!! For more information, check us out
at www.homecityice.com or call 843-8901

Apply online at www.homecityice.com
Or In person at 438 State St.
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Preview of upcoming weekend events
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Sports

Notable

•Western smashed 23 hits in its 21-8
win over Albany on Saturday. The
Toppers were blanked Sunday, collecting just six hits in their 7-0 loss to the
Great Danes.
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Contact:
Sports editor Jason Stamm:
sports@wkuherald.com
Photo editor Sarah Wright:
photo@wkuherald.com
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Football

Topper
arrested on
drug charge
By Ed Lukins
Herald Reporter

A little more than a month after Western football coach David Elson announced this season’s
31-member recruiting class, the 2007 spring season saw its first hiccup.
On Sunday, sophomore running back Dexter
Taylor, who transferred this
season from Tulsa, Okla.,
was arrested on charges of
possession of marijuana in
Northeast Hall.
He was released from
Warren County Regional
Jail the same day on a $750
unsecured bond.
Taylor could not be
reached for comment.
Dexter Taylor
Elson said the matter
would be dealt with “within the structure of the
program,” and did not indicate whether Taylor
would remain with the program.
“I am aware of the situation, and we want to
gather as much information as we can before a
decision is made,” he said.
Taylor played in 10 games last year, netting
See Marijuana,

Records rewritten

Kelly leads Lady Toppers to the next stage of WNIT

Greg Barnette/Herald
Sophomore guard Brianne Brown, left, and Hofstra
senior forward Lana Harshaw struggle for the ball
during Western’s 72-54 win on Sunday, at Diddle
Arena.

Lady Topper milestones and the
Hofstra women’s basketball team had
one thing in common Sunday afternoon.
Both fell at the hands of junior forward Crystal Kelly and Western.
For the second consecutive season,
the Lady Toppers advanced to the
semifinals of the Women’s National
Invitation Tournament with a 7254 victory over Hofstra in Diddle
Arena.
Coach Mary Taylor Cowles commended her team on their defensive
effort after the game.
“I do think today might have been
the best overall effort that we’ve
had,” she said. “As a coach, we can
still see our letdowns and we still see
when we come out of a stance and
quit moving our feet.”
The victory pushed Western (23-8)
into a 7 p.m. Wednesday match-up
against Wisconsin in Madison, Wis.,
in the WNIT semifinals.
Hofstra (26-8) and Western battled
early in the contest, but it was the
Lady Toppers that took control of the
game early.
Western’s lockdown defense held

Stamm Dunk

Hofstra to 20.8 percent shooting in
the first half, and they took a 30-18
advantage into halftime.
Hofstra got no closer than nine
points in the second half.
Western stretched its lead to as
many as 21 points with two minutes
remaining in the game.
Kelly highlighted the game in a
span of 1:51 in the second half.
She scored on a layup with 9:15
remaining, to go over 2,000 points for
her career.
She is just the third Lady Topper
to reach that milestone and the fastest to do so, joining Lillie Mason and
Tiffany Porter-Talbert.
At the 7:24 mark, Kelly hit another
shot to set the Lady Toppers’ singleseason points record. She broke the
previous record of 736 points, set by
Natalie Powers during the 2000-01
season.
Kelly now stands with 742 points
on the year.
Kelly, who finished with 28 points
and 12 rebounds, said it was an honor
to be in such elite company.
“It makes me feel good,” she said.
“My teammates, they congratulate me
and they keep my confidence up just
See Records,
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Take notice:
Kelly’s the
real MVP

Daniel Houghton/Herald
Junior forward Crystal Kelly drives past Hofstra’s Vanessa Gidden during Sunday’s WNIT game.
Kelly reached the 2,000-point mark for her career and now holds the Lady Toppers’ single-season
scoring record.

By David Harten
Herald Reporter

page

Jason Stamm

If you’re looking for the best post player in
college basketball — wait, the most valuable
player to a team, you don’t have to look far.
She’s right here in our backyard.
Many qualities come to mind when defining
exactly what the most valuable is. How about
consistency, dependability and the ability to perform in the clutch, just to name a few.
While this should surprise almost no one,
junior forward Crystal Kelly has been all of these
and a heck of a lot more.
No other player in college basketball means
more to his or her team, nor has one player singlehandedly carried a team the way Kelly has.
Though Oklahoma sophomore center Courtney
Paris has finished with a double-double in 61
straight games, she has benefited from a better
supporting cast.
It’s not like her achievements have gone
unnoticed in the Sun Belt Conference, or even
nationally.
Kelly was named to the All-Sun Belt
Conference first team for the third year in a row
and is on the watch list for the Wooden Award,
Naismith Award and the Wade Trophy.

14

See MVP,
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Baseball

‘Bad effort’ shuts out Tops’ finale
By Will Perkins
Herald Reporter

Western tied up its home
weekend series against
Albany with its most explosive offense of the season
Saturday.
The Toppers couldn’t
find a similar rhythm on
Sunday, however, as they
were shut out 7-0.
“There isn’t really anything positive I can say
about (Sunday),” coach
Chris Finwood said. “It was
a bad effort on everybody’s
part.”
Finwood said he was
disappointed that he didn’t
see anyone really caring in
Sunday’s game.
“We got no leadership

from our seniors at all,” he Sunday. Great Danes’ pitchsaid. “Nobody came out (on ers, junior Casey Walsh and
Sunday) talking about hav- sophomore Sean Gregory,
ing a chance
struck
out
to win the
three Toppers
series. This is
apiece.
about as dis“(Western)
appointed as
can swing the
I’ve been in
bats as well
this group of
as
anybody
guys.”
we’ve played
— Chris Finwood this
Western
year,”
coach Albany coach
(9-13,
33 Sun Belt
Jon Mueller
Conference) fell short in its said, “but when Casey can
Friday series opener, 12-8, throw that breaking ball for
and then tied the series with a strike, he can be pretty
a 21-8 victory over the Great effective.”
Danes (6-10) Saturday.
Walsh threw 86 pitches
Despite Saturday’s 23- over six innings, facing 23
hit game, Albany limited batters and allowing four
the Toppers to six hits on hits and three walks.

“This is about as
disappointed as
I’ve been in this
group of guys.”
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He stranded eight runners, including loaded bases
in the sixth.
“He was getting ahead
early and I think the warm
weather helped him,”
Mueller said.
Four Topper pitchers took
the mound Sunday and combined for seven strikeouts
and giving up four walks.
Senior reliever Colby
Beach faced eight batters
and struck out four, allowing no hits or runs.
Albany scored two runs in
the second, third and fourth
innings, and then added one
in the ninth.
Western gave up a total
See Effort,
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Sarah Dudik/Herald
Freshman first baseman Wade Gaynor slides past Albany catcher Tom
Hill to score on a fielder’s choice by freshman second baseman Matt
Payton during Friday’s series opener.
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